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Poetry, Porn, and Perseverance
Arthur Graham
I don't know what it is, but beautiful words and women have always just
gone together for me. Perhaps that's just a convenient excuse for
combining two of my favorite pastimes, but it's what I truly believe.

I write poetry
Corey White

We write poetry, much of it carnal in nature. Of course, we write about
other things as well, but it always seems to be the sex stuff critics get hung
up on the most. Sex sells and we are certainly not above it, but there are
some who'd write us off as just a bunch of perverts. Perhaps we are a bunch
of perverts on the whole, but I fail to see the problem there, and I'll never
understand how this supposedly precludes the possibility of us doing
anything more with our art.

once, I killed
a cockroach
with a
Bible;
I still feel guilty
about it,
the way its guts
pumped as its broken legs
tried
for a miracle
which was never gonna come.

We get put down on either end of the political spectrum, usually for
nothing more than our frank approach to sexuality, as if being honest in
these matters were somehow suspect in itself. Progressives claim we're
degrading women, and conservatives blame the women themselves, this
despite the fact that everyone enjoys the same filth in private, or else
wishes they could with clear conscience.

sure it was just a cockroach,
but that’s the point.

Well, fuck all that noise. We know what we love, and we are open with it.
We are not ashamed to live in that realm beyond hypocrisy, where the
lofty concepts of feminism and sex positivity meet the baser impulses of
our animal nature.

tonight,
in this red wine
night,
I write poetry.

It feels weird I even have to ask, but if some people want to write poetry,
and some people want to do porn, and others just want to DO IT ALL, then
tell me why the fuck they shouldn't? And then kindly fuck off to whatever
church, ivory tower, or web forum you typically inhabit, where such
debate is not allowed.

just words, simple and
useless words
that have never
saved anything
worth saving.

Arthur Graham
Salt Lake City, September 2017

but that’s the point,
to try for a miracle
as you die.

dark bars on sunny days
Jack Moody
there’s nothing romantic about being a drunk
especially a drunk that writes
because for god’s sake
you better have more to write about than that barstool under your ass.
no one loses sympathy like a drunk that only writes about being a drunk
but hey, I’m learning.
the door is left open so the sun comes in and it’s blinding.
when people walk in, they’re obscured by shadow
and bathed in the glow of the light like an angel
but they’re not.
they’re drunks.
because it’s four in the afternoon in a dark bar on a sunny day.
if any angels have entered through these doors,
they clipped their wings a long time ago
or they just wear baggy clothes
I’m hoping for that.
I always imagined that if angels were real,
they would be the ugliest people you ever encountered;
only the most downtrodden, horrible, broken people
otherwise it’d be too easy
no one has sympathy for the angels.
I believe you’d have to go to the darkest places of humanity to find the
angels,
they’d like it there
no gated communities, no law offices, no government buildings
no, if angels are real
they’re under the bridges and sleeping on mats in section eight housing,
shooting up heroin on street corners and selling ass to johns on 82nd
street.
no one has sympathy for the angels
so maybe there’s wings underneath those torn jackets after all
and no one will ever know.
they sit at barstools
waiting for humanity to convince them we’re all still worth it
and they’re still waiting
no wonder they drink.

The Criminal Element
Jay Passer
thrown out a freight to land in a heap half dead
started the slow ascent
to the rooftops of abattoirs
reborn as a minstrel with despotic characteristics
through ancient ghettos
sunlight on empty stomachs
speedometers gone haywire with crime scenes
hummingbird sonnets pickaxed
bruised soup kitchen skies exploded in potholes
History forges
blackened seas and bruised depths
the churning obsidian heart of the hydra
rivers and islands and the salt air pleading
cowering in the eardrum of the surf
the conch reverberating through eternities
like a cocksure security measure gone awry
flowers and tarantulas discover human hosts
this is no good slash bad cop routine
the city suddenly clotted like a police whistle in the throat
how it ends and what we got away with
in the final tally
As Seldom Before
Benjamin Blake
I wish I still had
The photograph I took
Of you sprawled back on your makeshift mattress
Inebriated and shirtless
The one that you made me get rid of
I’ve forgotten what it feels like
To share a bed
With someone the opposite sex
And same species

Scientific Method
Craig Sernotti
The more I bruise
your pussy
the hairier my back gets.
At least, that’s what I think.
I have a hard dick,
a hypothesis,
and you tied to the bed,
and I am ready to go
balls deep
in cause and effect
to prove this theory wrong
or right.

Things She Said to Him
Michael Crane
‘You take the good with the bad.’
‘You’re a good person and a wicked artist.’
‘You’re very sensitive.’
‘I find you intriguing.’
‘You’re a strong person.’
‘I like your penis.’
‘You’re not too crusty for an old guy.’
‘You’re funny.’
‘You’re one sexy mother.’
‘You make my day.’
‘My kids like you.’
All these thoughts
crossed his mind
as she came screaming
towards him with
a butcher knife.

these boots
Justin Hyde
have outlived
six pairs of
laces
a wife
and the
banal affections
of seventeen other
wax
suitors.
they’ve seen me though
a suicide attempt
three minor stays in jail
and stints as
a door to door
vacuum cleaner salesman
and hired man
on a hog farm.
they were there
the day my grandfather
died on a hospice bed
from cirrhosis
of the liver
and the evening
my ex said
she was pregnant
and i tried talking her
into an abortion.
before that
they spent ten years
under my father
as a bug man
for presto x.

this morning
my three year old son
gets them
on his feet.
trudging
across the living room floor
of my apartment:
look daddy
look at me
i’m a big boy
just like
you.

Awkward/Preteen Lust at a Trailer Park Near Nazarath, PA
B. Diehl
Lying together
on a haystack in the sun ––
when she slid her tongue
into my mouth,
I immediately started
feeling like a lost needle.
I had never made out
with someone before.
I tried writing my name
with my tongue. I tried
making triangles,
diamonds,
awkward circles.
Behind her
neighbor’s trailer,
wide-eyed and kissing,
I watched a skinny crow
land on a nearby barn.
I heard wind chimes.
I heard cornstalks caressing
each other
in the end-of-summer wind.
I couldn’t sense any romance.
She started giving
my partial boner
an over-the-pants rub, and I
thought her redneck dad
was going to run outside
and murder me with a pitchfork.
When my parents pulled up
to get me, she brushed
the hay from the sleeves
of my hoodie and whispered,
“I’m going to give you
a blowjob next time.”
I got in the car and never came back.

Alright With You
James Babbs
you’ll notice
after I’ve been drinking for awhile
my tongue starts to loosen and
when I talk to other people
I often repeat myself
because I’m afraid
of not being understood
let’s have another one and
we’ll see what happens
okay
tell me
what kinds of things
do you find funny
because
I want to make you laugh
I like it when you laugh
the way your whole face lights up and
how the skin around your eyes
gets those little crinkles in it
let’s just get drunk and
have a good time
okay
is that alright with you
oh
and one more thing
don’t ask me what I want
okay
maybe
I just want a warm body next to me
because
I don’t want to be alone tonight and
I sure as hell
don’t want to fall in love
okay
is that alright with you

Tight
Casey Renee Kiser
He’s over
for the third night this week.
He only comes
to strangle me,
fuck me
and drink up all my watermelon kool-aid.
And to fuck with my blind dog.
He says if I only got an Xbox, he could pretend
I was tight and he'd call me Belinda or
Skye and make me wear over-the-knee socks
and bang me proper.
And if I got cable too, he'd show up at my door like a gentleman
with a Yankee candle, two percs
and love poems a plenty
then pop that pussy like a can of Pringles.
I say, your poems are psychotic so why don't you
let your little dick take a nap
and just fuck me with the can of Pringles.
He smacks me and I cry.
And laugh. I say 'You hit like my grandma.'
I say 'What's with all these promises lol You can't afford no
Yankee candle.'
I notice some ants in the corner.
I say snort those ants and I'll give you 20 bucks to get some Pringles
and fuck off.
He gets down and snorts them.
Who is the bitch now. 'The new Fiesta flavor', I say, 'And don't come back
without em.'
He says 'See you Wednesday.'
I say 'Fuck you, no. You never cum on Wednesdays. Must be
your super jerk-off day. You're like an old porn hag on Wednesdays. And
extra thirsty. You drink the whole fridge. Ain't got time for that. I gotta get
up early.
Friday is better. Plus, I skate Tuesday nights and I'm sore Wednesdays.'

He says 'See you Wednesday, cunt.'
I say 'Alright baby.'
I scramble for a post-it.
I write
Wed-- buy sugar, borrow an Xbox, order cable.

In Defense Of Loosening Up A Bit
Mike Meraz
I am tired of seriousness.
we are all tired of seriousness.
the serious artist.
the serious writer.
the serious painter.
the serious relationship.
I am tired of all this to the point
of weariness.
why can’t we just do
what we want to do
without the pressure
of having to be good
at it?

Charitable
Vanessa de Largie

Hiroshima
Ben John Smith

I'm open for business.
Wide open.

I used to want to cum on a woman's toes,
but now I just want to cum on my wife's heart.

A voluntary vessel for male ejaculation.
The last two just left but I'm HUNGRY for another.
Another fierce pounding.

When we made the nuke
we must have thought

There's no need to pay. This isn't prostitution.
This is CHARITY. Please donate your sperm.
Stop staring at the merchandise!
Just show me what you've got.

"Well shit,
we have made it this far,
and everything is still awful
let's fuck it up now
good and
proper"

Are you good enough?
Are you beast enough?

Seal the last letter
to the end of the world
in a cum sock

Destroy me and fill me up.
Be savage.
Make a mess.
Bruise.
Now unload, withdraw and...
leave.
Getting Pussy
Andy Carrington
So much so it’s tiring
when these pesky attentionseeking fur balls
are the only
1s
to greet
me
@ my door.

Old Time’s Sake
A. Lynn Blumer
I wanna make it hurt—
Skin peeled
back
from the best
cuts.
Carved up heart shapes
on my plate.
A fork driven through
the center with feathered
ends.
the quiver’s
empty,
& this dish is best
served cold.
You were ready
to be skinned before
I arrived.
Your weapons lowered,
so I dropped mine.
All honesty,
& just getting
too damn old
to fight.

Plans for My Life After death
Jay Levon
When I die I want to stand on my grave,
6 feet under and 6 feet over.
For a moment I’ll be 12 feet tall
and know what it feels like to be giant.
The problem is that I’ll be a ghost,
and transparent to everything but animals
and small asthmatic children.
Hey, it would be cool to be a ghost though.
Can’t you just imagine the possibilities?
(I think you know where this is going.)
My first stop would be the locker room
of the women’s beach volleyball team
from Brazil.
My second stop would be the locker room
of the women’s beach volleyball team
from Cuba.
My third stop would be…..(you get the idea).
After a couple centuries of this I would probably tire.
(How many perfect bronze asses can a ghost man gape at?)
At this point I would mosey on to Heaven,
and claim my great golden mansion,
or my fluffy cloud. (Depending on whose version
you believe I suppose.)
I would retire, but just to feel useful
I might take a job in Jesus’s bumper sticker factory
printing such classics as;
WWJD?
Christian on board.
In case of rapture car will be unmanned.
(You get the idea.)

3 Seconds to Anal
Aneka Brunssen
I’m listening to the only
Heartbeat left in the room,
Guiding the movement
Of the elitists, slithering to safety.
I’m just a piece of contentment
To a drifter in a tent
To a dead lion
In a czar’s living room
To a horny guru
Teaching bible studies.
The two lines in my vows to myself
A one liner about the tightness of my pussy
And a quote by some random
Philosopher, I once heard mention something trivial
Like “time is of the essence”.
I have four crumbs left
And I will eat them all
Because you called me on my bullshit
In 2001, when I wasn’t ready
To have my cherry popped
By a machine that
Hadn’t even been invented yet.
Tell me you think I’m pretty
And we go from “hello” to anal in 3 seconds.

sometimes these things write themselves
J.J. Campbell

In Our 20’s, A Drunken Early Evening
John D. Robinson
I would guess that
she had her reasons
for her actions;
the heavy glass
ashtray thrown in
the semi-darkness
was a quality throw
and opened up a
deep gash across the
bridge of my nose;
I picked up the
nearest object,
a cauliflower,
and threw it towards
the screaming and
missed the target
miserably and I felt
the warm blood
streaming onto my lips
and down my chin
and I began laughing;
she moved and
switched on a light
and began crying and
apologising as she
looked at my face and
then behind her at the
shattered cauliflower
upon the floor and
then she knelt down
and embraced me,
kissing my bloodied
face, diluting the
red with her tears.

i was coming
home from the
store today
i drove past
a cemetery
and there
was a funeral
going on
i noticed the
song playing
on the radio
was another
one bites the
dust by queen
i laughed and
reached for pen
and paper

in this place
Arthur Graham
i've lost count
of all the exes
that i've met
in this place,
i said.
and you laughed,
but you'd also
go uncounted.

The Carrion Crew
John Grey
There is a dread
to the crows
perched on the upper branch.
They’re no threat to me
and yet they have
a talon-grip on my nerves.
a dark bead eye’s worth
of unfounded terror
in their stare.
They’re waiting
for some poor creature
to dash across the asphalt
into the path of an oncoming car.
“You’re wasting your time,”
I tell them.
“I’m staying right here.”

and the radio d.j. won’t quit talking about the beauty of the sun
John Grochalski
another day comes on like a virus
in this box that has no plot
i look at pictures by van gogh and feel nothing
look at author photos
on the backs of novels
that should’ve been declared D.O.A. on arrival
and feel the cold passage of wasted time
there isn’t much to do really
except sit and listen to symphonies from the dead
passing between the news of horrors
in a violently redundant world
suffer the inability to carve words from the air
as the talk of chipper fools outside my window
leaves me salivating like the damned
people here have been stupid, ignorant and self-serving
for hundreds of years now
why should today be any different?
sometimes it’s an emotional battle
just going to get the mail
because you worry who you’ll run into
another sad suck stuck in the mouse wheel
of doing the same goddamned thing every day
i think of all of the places in this world where i could be
and none of them stack up
to being wrapped inside the sheets on the bed
prostrate and numb
days like this are still births
and to think of all of the people who’ve gone too soon
while here i sit soaking up the oxygen
with my indolence and complaint
life is madness and miracle
life is random and cruel
it’s good parking on a saturday afternoon
a wreck on the highway during a hangover morning

it’s the next line that won’t come
as the dogs begin barking a harbinger of doom
and the old cat hacks her warning
while i kill another fly as the coffee turns cold
and the radio d.j. won’t quit talking
about the beauty of the sun.

The Girl with the Heart-Worn Sleeves
Neil Randall
as soon as you sit down
you know it’s a mistake.
her beady drinker’s eyes
betray the lascivious promises
flickering on her full red lips.
something very bad happened to her once–
a violent lover, a calculated infidelity–
and now she apportions blame
to every man she meets.
sure of her power, she presumes
you will stay here all night,
buy her drinks, then take her to your bed.
she is the kind of woman
who leaves while you are asleep,
and when you wake up
your hand is on your cock,
but your cock is no longer attached to your body.

Birthday Wishes
Jay Levon
Once, long ago,
she asked what I wanted
for my birthday.
“Anal sex,” I replied
as a joke,
kind of.
“Maybe,” she said
and laughed,
kind of.
I think she gave me
a book.
It was kind of disappointing.

Man is a Mountain
Bradford Middleton
My massive throbbing postmodernist dick
Glistening and hard like a mountain reaching to heaven
Ice cold at first until your first tender touch
When that comes along it transforms into a flaming purple onion
Which you want to impale your sweet little hole
It’ll be just like Everest fucking the sky through the clouds

My Advice
John Bennett
To young men:
die.
To young women:
calm down
there’s plenty
of old ones
left.

new girl
Johnny Scarlotti
i get down on my hands and knees
and start licking her
then sucking on her clit
she moans
and grabs my hair
and says yeah
and i keep sucking
and it feels like her clit is growing
it's like an inch long now
and i'm sucking
and she's pulling my hair
and pushing me into her and thrusting
and it's 2 inches and getting real stiff
now it's 3 inches
what the fuck is going on
it's like 4 inches now
and i'm gagging
and she's saying fuck yeah bitch
fuck yeah
and she's saying
i'm about to cum
and i'm choking
and she's saying
almost there don't stop
and then i can feel it warm
shooting down my throat
and i open my eyes
and i'm crying and spitting and gasping
and she's saying
yeah bitch
and i'm like what the fuck was that
and she says
what?
and i say
are you a dude?
and she says
yeah

The Question Game
India LaPlace

I think about how to answer the question.
I think about how honest I want to be.

“What’s your favorite color?”
“Green, probably. How many kids are in your family?”
“I’m the second oldest of four.”

I think about the fantasies I’m ashamed of;
The ones that contradict my personality.
Ropes, whips, clamps, plugs, gags.
Being forced onto my knees,
Told to crawl on all fours
And beg for what I could get anyway.

There was a pause before he sent his next question.
“What kind of porn do you look at?”
There it is.
If you read the title right,
‘The Question Game’ is just code for
“I want to ask you about sex.”
I guess it seems better to ease into it?
Maybe?
We’re all curious.
And horny.
And some of us
(Me)
Are a little insatiable.
“What makes you think I look at porn?” I ask.
“Don’t you?”
By myself, in my room,
I can’t help but laugh a little at that.
“Of course.”
“Well, there you go,” he says.
“So what kind of porn do you look at?”

I think about female faces twisted in pain,
The red welts on their skin,
While their pussies get wetter and wetter.
I think about my jaw being sore
From being forced open,
Be it by gag or cock or my own panties.
I think about fingers weaved through my hair,
A hand just ever so threateningly on my throat..
I think about the degrading things I like to be called.
“Filthy fucking slut.”
“You nasty little whore.”
I think about the, “Yes, Sir,” that I hate..
That turns me on so much.
“When I cum,” I type out,
“My first thought afterwards is:
What the fuck is wrong with me?
That’s the kind of porn I watch.”
He responds, “Lol.”

